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Within the framework of a class project, each stu-
dent in my group studied one of the indigenous groups
of the Russian Far-East. I would like to draw your
attention to the unique Nanai people. The artistic as-
pects of these people are well able to compete with
modern prints, both in everyday things and in exclusive
things.* Corresponding author.
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The name “Nanai” translates to “people of the
land”, while “Golds” is the outdated name. In China,
they are known as hechzhe or Hezhen. Since the mid-
17th century during Khabarov's campaign, pathfinders
referred to the Nanai people as “achany” and “Natci”
(Fig 1).
The Nanai village is located on the banks of the
Amur River; Beijing's Treaty in 1860 divided the area
of habitation between Russia and China. The majority
of the Russian Nanai live in Khabarovsky Krai (Fig 2).
Once, a significant number of Chinese and Koreans
lived in this area but underwent resettlement in the late
1930s. The Nanai villages are located from Khabar-
ovsk to Komsomolsk-on-Amur and in the Pozharsky
district of Primorsky Krai, which is a region in the Farniversity, Dalian University of Technology, Kokushikan University.
Fig. 1. Nanai.
Fig. 2. Scheme of a settlem
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hechzhe, live in China.
The hechzhe are semi-nomadic people and lived in
seasonal settlements. These people built dugouts, semi-
dugouts and ground-framed homes. They also built
Russian log huts or «izbas» e large log houses with
wooden frames (Fig 3(a, b, c)) and gable roofs. Later,
they chopped huts in the forest and made tents out of
various fishing materials.
Their main traditional occupations are fishing and
hunting. In winter, they created fur (sable, squirrel,
columns, moose, musk deer, bear, red deer or maral).
They caught fish using seines, nets and harpoons (great
Siberian sturgeon, Siberian salmon and pink salmon).
The spawning of salmon was the main event in the life
of the Nanai people. These people gathered berries,
nuts, and ginseng (man-plant), and they maintained
sledge dogs. The Nanai moved by boat (plank, hol-
lowed, birch), skis, and sledge.
Constant contact with China had a strong influence
on the Nanai culture. In exchange for furs and fish,
they obtained tobacco, millet, vodka, and various
fabrics (e.g., silk and linen). Nanai smithing had
developed under the influence of these contacts. In the
17th century, Nanai armour, helmets and chain armour
were highly appreciated in China and Manchuria.ent of Nanai people.
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sewed clothes and shoes from fabrics, fur of taiga an-
imals and fish skin. Women also embroidered/stitched
for daily living needs and to sell; they also spun bas-
kets (Fig 4).
Traditional costume features all-Amur compliance
and consists of a wide kimono robe with a belt tied to
the right side. Hunters wore small hats with plumes of
squirrel tail with fabric helmets underneath. Fishermen
wore skirts or cover-sluts made of fish skin or fabric
over clothing. Women wore long bibs under their robes
from their neck to their knees, which were decorated
with beads and metal pendants.
Practical part
Manufacturing technology of artistic handiwork
Having investigated the culture and way of life of
the Nanai People, we have identified three basic trends:
fresco, fancy-work and fish skin currying. The sacred
national ornaments range widely in terms of subject,
thus adapting to modern conditions.
(Fig 5(a, b)) Ornaments help us determine a set of
colours, plants, animals, etc., and it goes withoutFig. 3. Settlements of Nanai.saying that each ornament has a special force. (The
Nanai people were brought to Orthodoxy in the latter
half of the 19th century; however, they retained their
traditional beliefs that faith in spirits is the prevailing
point). The usage of ornaments in small printing arts
can give rise to a large project aimed at people's
learning about Far-Eastern indigenous people.
(Fig 6(a, b)) Ornamental collar. Material: beads.
This element of accessories for women is very popular
today. The handiwork, bright colours, and ethnic
ornamentation make it more attractive than collars
made of modern materials.
(Fig 7(a, b)) A leather handbag with a floral print
and natural set of colours. In addition, there is aFig. 4. Household items.
Fig. 5. Ornaments and small printers.
Fig. 6. Ornamental collar.
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well as a purse with a picture of a bear sewed on.
(Fig 8(a, b)) Earrings. Material: wood. Talisman
badges in the form of animals, birds and fish are
included in the pattern. For example, kissing fish is a
talisman of motherhood, and different animals and
butterflies stand for talismans of domestic harmony.(Fig 9(a, b)) Matryoshkas are visual images of
humans in different costumes depending on the type of
activity. Matryoshka is a prototype of seven (an intelli-
gent spirit, very active but an aerial creature with subtle
power). «Sewen» is a figurewith human featureswhere a
shaman settles a spirit. It is made of metal, wood, bone,
elm, straw or pictured on fabric or paper. «Sewens»
represent an abstract figure of humans, wild animals,
birds, amphibians and reptiles. «Sevens» are spirits e
healers, idol spirits, hosts of localities, water and taiga.
(Fig 10(a, b)) According to mass-media materials
investigation, interest in production involving materials
of fish and leather continues to grow. There are many
new enterprises and designers that create clothing,
footwear and accessories from fish skin, which may be
Fig. 7. Handbag.
Fig. 8. Earrings.
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Fig. 9. Matryoshkas.
Fig. 10. Fish skin. Ray.
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disposal, and its skin is notably thorny. One should
decorticate, turn the skin upside down and scrape out
the meat and oil odds. It is then necessary to soak the
skin in water with sodium bicarbonate, salt and vinegar
before allowing it to dry. Finally, the skin can be
mashed and employed as an original fabric.References
[1] Figures presented in this article were obtained from the following
source: http://www.archaeology.nsc.ru/Lists/List27/DispForm.
aspx?ID¼49, http://identity2010.ru/?page_id¼2103.
